
 
   

 

SI5322B  
HOB, 30 CM, INDUCTION, BLACK  

EAN13: 8017709193386 
Ultra-low profile installation

2 induction cooking zones

2 booster cooking zones

Front centre: Ø 160 mm, 2300 W

Booster (P) 3000 W

Rear centre: Ø 210mm, 1300 W

Booster (P) 1400 W

9 power levels

Automatic pan diameter adjustment

Pan detection

Automatic switch off when overheat

Protection against accidental start up

Ceramic glass

Bevelled edge

Frontal controls

Controls lock/Child safety

Voltage (V): 220-240 V

Frequency (Hz): 50/60 Hz

Current (A): 16 A

Electrical connection rating (W):

3600 W
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Ultra-low profile:
Installation of product with flat edge - height of 1 mm.

Induction:
The work of these hobs is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction. The heat is generated directly in the bottom of the pan during its 
contact with the hob.

Touch controls:
Easy to use touch controls allow the appliance to be programmed at the touch of a button.

Overheat protection:
The safety system that automatically turns off the hob in case of overheating of the control unit.

Child lock:
some models are fitted with a device to lock the programme/cycle so it cannot be accidentally changed.

Timer:
All ceramic hobs have a timer which automatically ends cooking after a preset time.

Quick Start:
With the "Quick Start" option cooking begins at the highest heating level, then it is automatically reduced after a certain time. This cooking option is 
suitable for dishes that should be quickly boiled and then continued to be cooked without constant control (eg, beef broth).

Indication of residual heat:
After the glass ceramic hob is switched off the residual heat indicator shows which of the heating zones still remains hot. When the temperature 
drops below 60 ° C, the indicator goes out.

Time elapsed:
shows how long the cooking zone has been in use

Power booster:
option allows the zone to work at full power when very intense cooking is necessary.

 




